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	Deafness and Challenging Behaviour: The 360° Perspective, 9780470025482 (0470025484), John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Challenging behaviours, such as aggression and violence, are more common in deaf people than hearing people. Filling a crucial gap in the international market, this book will appeal equally to those who work occasionally or entirely with Deaf or hearing impaired client groups of all ages.    

    Multi-disciplinary professionals with specialist knowledge of working with deaf people explore aspects of mild to severe challenging behaviour with reference to its cause, assessment, prevention and management.    

    This book will be of relevance to professionals and carers involved in the delivery of actual and potential aggression management in the fields of    

    

	Mental health      
	Education      
	Learning disability      
	Speech and language therapy      
	Prison and forensic services      
	Audiology      
	Nursing      


    

    International contributors, providing a wealth of easily accessible knowledge, consider this extremely heterogeneous group from neurological, behavioural, socio-political, service user, psychodynamic and systemic perspectives.    

    Deafness and Challenging Behaviour aims to stimulate debate in contentious areas such as restraint practices and human rights, whilst bridging gaps in the application of culturally cogent service provision for the deaf community. Special emphasis is placed on the needs of Deaf sign language users.    

       About the Author
   

Sally Austen, UK is a consultant clinical psychologist and has worked with deaf people for over 12 years.  She is employed by Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health Trust and works at National Deaf Mental Health Service.    

    

    Dave Jeffery, UK is a Violence and Personal Safety Specialist advisor and has worked with deaf people for ten years.  He is currently employed by Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health  Trust Risk management department.      
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Business Travel and TourismButterworth-Heinemann, 2001
This is a book which is nothing if not ambitious.

First, it attempts to offer a comprehensive overview of the diverse and fragmented world of business travel and tourism. It endeavours to do this at a time when there is still relatively little literature on any aspect of this subject. However, the authors believe that there is a need for...

		

Major Donors: Finding Big Gifts in Your Database and OnlineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A winning approach to developing international fundraising strategies

Philanthropy is in a renewed golden age.  People want to help, to make a difference, to ensure that the things they value will flourish. In order to capitalize on potential prospects, many nonprofit professionals focus solely on the research of, or communication with,...


		

Satisficing Games and Decision Making: With Applications to Engineering and Computer ScienceCambridge University Press, 2003
We constantly make decisions which are simply "good enough" rather than optimal--a type of decision for which Wynn Stirling  has adopted the word "satisficing".  Most computer decision making algorithms, however, seek only the optimal solution based on rigid criteria and reject others. Outlining an alternative approach, this...




	

CWNA: Certified Wireless Network Administrator Official Study Guide: Exam PW0-105Sybex, 2012

	Updated edition of this top-selling CWNA study guide


	Sybex is the official publisher for CWNP, Inc., the organization behind the the CWNA certification. The new edition of Sybex's top-selling CWNA Study Guide covers the latest CWNA Exam, PW0-105. If you're preparing for the exam, you'll find full coverage of...


		

Knowledge Management in the Construction Industry: A Socio-Technical PerspectiveIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Knowledge Management in the Construction Industry: A Socio-Technical Perspective presents a portfolio of concepts, methods, models, and tools supported by real life case studies from various corners of the globe providing insights into the management of knowledge in the construction industry. Untangling the hype from the reality,...


		

A Handbook of Software and Systems Engineering: Empirical Observations, Laws, and TheoriesAddison Wesley, 2003
Computers are the most pervasive tools of modern society. Their deployment relies on advanced methods of software and systems engineering. Based on repeated and consistent observations, key lessons of these fields can now be formulated into rules or even laws, providing initial building blocks towards a theoretical foundation that is essential for...
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